
The Making of America: Franklin Roosevelt's
Journey
The story of Franklin Roosevelt, the 32nd President of the United States, is a
fascinating tale of resilience, leadership, and the shaping of a nation. Throughout
his four terms in office, Roosevelt faced monumental challenges, guided the
country through the Great Depression and World War II, and forever changed the
course of American history.



Franklin Delano Roosevelt was born on January 30, 1882, in Hyde Park, New
York. Growing up in a wealthy family, young Franklin was afforded opportunities
that most people couldn't dream of. However, tragedy struck his life when, at the
age of 39, he was diagnosed with polio, leaving him paralyzed from the waist
down.
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This adversity didn't crush Roosevelt's spirit; instead, it fueled his determination
to find a way to contribute to society. With his physical limitations, he turned his
attention to politics, eventually making his way to the White House... and the rest,
as they say, is history.

From Governor to President

Roosevelt's political career took off when he was elected as a state senator in
New York in 1910. His charisma, intelligence, and progressive policies gained him
popularity, and in 1928, he was elected as Governor of New York. During his time
as governor, Roosevelt implemented numerous reforms aimed at combating the
effects of the Great Depression, providing relief to struggling farmers and
workers.

Following the economic crash of 1929, the nation was in desperate need of
change. Roosevelt's ability to connect with the American people and instill hope
made him a formidable candidate for the presidency. In 1932, he won the
presidency by a landslide.
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The New Deal

Upon taking office, Roosevelt wasted no time in implementing his economic
recovery plan - The New Deal. This ambitious set of programs aimed to stabilize
the economy, provide jobs, and restore faith in the American system. The New
Deal included initiatives such as the creation of the Civilian Conservation Corps,
the Works Progress Administration, and the Social Security Act.

Under Roosevelt's leadership, the New Deal managed to revive the economy and
alleviate some of the hardships caused by the Great Depression. His ability to
rally the nation, inspire confidence, and push for legislative changes made him
one of the most influential presidents in American history.

Leading through War

As World War II engulfed the globe, Roosevelt found himself at the helm of a
nation torn between isolationism and intervention. His steady leadership and
commitment to defeating tyranny played a crucial role in the Allies' victory. From
the Lend-Lease Act to the formation of the United Nations, Roosevelt's decisions
shaped the post-war world order.

Roosevelt's bold vision extended beyond the borders of the United States. He
championed the idea of a post-war world built on democratic principles and
human rights, leading to the formation of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights.

A Legacy of Transformation

Throughout his presidency, Roosevelt forever transformed the role of the federal
government. His progressive policies laid the foundation for the welfare state and
expanded the powers of the executive branch.



Despite his untimely death in April 1945, Roosevelt's legacy lives on. His
indomitable spirit, resilience, and commitment to social justice continue to inspire
leaders around the world.

The Making of America

Franklin Roosevelt's journey is the story of a man who overcame personal
challenges, united a nation in crisis, and left an indelible mark on the course of
American history. From his rise as Governor of New York to his unprecedented
four terms as president, Roosevelt's ability to connect with the American people
and implement bold ideas reshaped the nation.



Today, we continue to reap the benefits of Roosevelt's efforts in the form of social
security, labor laws, and a government that plays an active role in ensuring the
welfare of its citizens.

Franklin Roosevelt's journey was not just the making of a president; it was the
making of America itself.
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This biography for young readers explores the life of the thirty-second president,
who lifted the United States from depression to global leadership.

When Franklin D. Roosevelt was first elected president in 1933, America was in
the throes of the Great Depression—the worst economic crisis in U.S. history—
and the world was experiencing a menacing rise in Nazism and other dangerous
extremists. Throughout his four presidential terms, Roosevelt was a steady and
inspiring leader. He implemented progressive social reform through his New Deal
agenda and helped lift America from economic crisis. He guided America to
victory in World War II.

 

Born into wealth and privilege, Roosevelt entered politics at a young age. His
career and world views were shaped by his marriage to Eleanor Roosevelt and
his long struggle with polio.
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Franklin Delano Roosevelt, our thirty-second president, forever left his mark on
our nation and the world. By the time of his death, America had grown to a global
economic and military superpower. His New Deal legislation changed the
relationship of American citizens to their government. His policies came close to
fully realizing Alexander Hamilton’s vision of a government that touches and
improves the lives of all citizens.

The book includes selections from Roosevelt’s writings, endnotes, a bibliography,
and an index.

“Kanefield provides readers with an intimate examination of Franklin Delano
Roosevelt. . . . It flows in a friendly and welcoming style that reluctant readers will
appreciate. . . . A solid account for both history buffs and report-writers.” —Kirkus
Reviews

“Neither hagiography nor a hatchet job, this evenhanded overview of FDR walks
a middle path perfect for middle grade readers. A commendable addition to
school and public library collections.” —School Library Journal
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